In this paper, we propose a new and efficient nonmonotone adaptive trust region algorithm to solve unconstrained optimization problems. This algorithm incorporates two novelties: it benefits from a radius dependent shrinkage parameter for adjusting the trust region radius that avoids undesirable directions and it exploits a strategy to prevent sudden increments of objective function values in nonmonotone trust region techniques. Global convergence of this algorithm is investigated under some mild conditions. Numerical experiments demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed algorithm in solving a collection of unconstrained optimization problems from CUTEst package.
Introduction
Consider the following unconstrained optimization problem: min f (x) s.t.
x ∈ R n ,
where f : R n → R is a differentiable function. We are interested in the case that the number of variables is large. Despite the fact that the well-known trust region method is a well-documented framework [5, 15] in numerical optimization for solving the Problem (1), its efficiency needs to be improved. Since, itself or its variations are frequently required in tackling emerged problems in extensive recent applications [3, 4, 11, 18] . In order to minimize f (x), a trust region framework uses an approximation x k of a local minimizer to compute a trial step direction, d k , by solving the following subproblem:
where f k = f (x k ), g k = ∇f (x k ), δ k is a positive parameter that is called trust region radius and B k is an approximation to the Hessian of objective function at x k . In the rest of the paper . denotes the Euclidean norm.
Finding a global minimizer of subproblem (2) is often too expensive such that, in practice, numerical methods are applied to find an approximation [8, 14, 21] . Global convergence of a classic trust region algorithm is proved provided that the approximate solutions d k of the subproblem (2) satisfies the following reduction estimation in the model function:
with c ∈ (0, 1). Given a fixed trial direction d k , define the ratio r k as the following:
In classical trust region methods, the kth iteration is called successful iteration if r k > µ for some µ ∈ (0, 1). In this case, the trial point x k + d k is accepted as a new approximation and the trust region radius is enlarged. Otherwise, the iteration k is called an unsuccessful iteration; the trial point is rejected and the trust region is shrunk. The efficiency of trust region methods strongly relies on the generated sequence of radii. A large radius possibly increases the cost of solving corresponding subproblem and a small radius increases the number of iterations. Hence, choosing an appropriate radius in each iteration is challenging in trust region methods. In an effort to tackle this challenge, many authors have rigorously studied the adaptive trust region methods [1, 12, 19, 22] .
Zhang et al., in [22] , proposed the following adaptive radius:
where c ∈ (0, 1), p k is a nonnegative integer and B k = B k + E k is a safely positive definite matrix based on a modified Cholesky factorization from Schnabel and Eskow in [17] . Numerical results indicate that embedding this adaptive radius in a pure trust region increases the efficiency. But, the formula (5) needs to calculate the inverse matrix B −1 k at each iteration such that it is not suitable for large-scale problems. Shi and Guo, in [19] , proposed another adaptive radius by
where c ∈ (0, 1), p k is a nonnegative integer and q k is a vector satisfying
with τ ∈ (0, 1]. Moreover, B k is generated by the procedure: B k = B k + iI, where i is the smallest nonnegative integer such that q T k B k q k > 0. It is simple to see that the radius (6), for p = 0, estimates the norm of exact minimizer of the quadratic model
Motivated by this adaptive radius, Kamandi et al. proposed an efficient adaptive trust region method in which the radius at each iteration is determined by using the information gathered from the previous step [12] . Let d k−1 be the solution of the subproblem in the previous step, for parameters τ ∈ (0, 1) and γ > 1 define:
and
Then, the proposed algorithm in this paper for solving (1) is as follows:
(IATR) Improved adaptive trust-region algorithm
Input: x 0 ∈ R n , a positive definite matrix B 0 ∈ R n×n , δ > 0, c, µ ∈ (0, 1), τ ∈ (0, 1), γ ≥ 1 and ε > 0.
End While End
Despite it enjoys many advantages [12] , this algorithm has several disadvantages. First, setting a fixed value for the shrinkage parameter "c", in the inner loop in of IATR algorithm, is not an intelligent choice. In order to see this, suppose that the step direction d 0 k , the solution of the subproblem (2) with radius δ p k , is rejected by the ratio test. In this case, the algorithm shrinks the radius δ 0 k by the factor c ∈ (0, 1). Hence, we have the new following subproblem:
Since cδ 0 k < δ 0 k , it is clear that the feasible region of subproblem (10) is a subset of feasible region of subproblem (2) . So, in case that
is also a solution of (10), although we know that it is rejected by ratio test. This means that the new step direction is rejected by the ratio test again without any improvement; solving the new subproblem has redundant computational costs though.
Another drawback of a constant shrinkage parameter occurs when the trust region radius is too large and the shrinkage parameter is close to one: the algorithm is forced to solve the trust region subproblem several times until it finds a successful step. So, using a shrinkage parameter close to one may increase the number of function evaluations. On the other hand, using a small shrinkage parameter may cause to shrink the trust radius too fast; in this case, the number of iterations increases.
Furthermore, the sequence of function evaluations generated by this algorithm is deceasing and numerical results show that imposing monotonicity to trust region algorithms may reduce the speed of convergence for some problems, specially in the presence of narrow valley. In order to overcome similar drawbacks, Grippo et al. proposed a nonmonotone line search technique for Newton's method [10] . By generalizing the technique to the trust region methods, nonmonotone version of these methods appeared in the literature [1, 2, 6, 16, 20, 23] .
The basic difference between monotone and nonmonotone trust region approaches is due to the definition of the ratio r k . In a nonmonotone trust region, the ratio is defined byr
where C k is a parameter greater than or equal to f k . In this paper, we call C k , the nonmonotone parameter. In different versions of nonmonotone algorithms, the nonmonotone parameter is computed based on different methodologies. A common parameter for nonmonotone trust region methods is
where N 0 = 0 and N k = min{k, N } for a fixed integer number N 0.
Remark that by taking maximum in the parameter (12), a potentially very good function value can be excluded. Trying to tackle this drawback, Ahookhosh et al. in [2] proposed the following nonmonotone parameter
where
. When η k is close to one the effects of nonmonotonicity is amplified. On the other hand, when η k is close to zero the algorithm ignores the effect of the term f lk and behaves monotonically. Inspired by this work, Peyghami and Tarzanagh [16] proposed the nonmonotone parameter
where R k is defined by (13) and
in which {µ k } is a positive sequence satisfying
This boundedness property of such a sequence {µ k } forces it to converge to zero such that the parameter C k defined in (14) converges to R k when k → ∞. Even though it seems that embedding nonmonotone trust region idea in IATR can resolve its second disadvantage, numerical results show that, using above nonmonotone parameters to build a nonmonotone version of IATR algorithm deteriorates its performance. By analyzing the numerical behavior of nonmonotone versions of IATR using the aforementioned nonmonotone parameters, we find out that in some problems, for example OSCIGRAD, the difference between the current objective value f k and the nonmonotone parameter becomes too large and in this case a large increase is allowed to happen in the next iteration. Another drawbacks of above nonmonotone parameters is that they strongly depend on the choice of the memory parameter N k and the sequence µ k and there is no a specific rule to adjust them.
In this paper, by combining the idea of adaptive trust region and nonmonotone techniques, we propose a new efficient nonmonotone trust region algorithm for solving unconstrained optimization problems. In the new algorithm, a radius dependent shrinkage parameter is used to adjust the trust region radius in rejected steps that addresses the first disadvantage of IATR. For resolving the second disadvantage, a novel strategy is used to compute the nonmonotone parameter in this algorithm which prevents a sudden increment in the objective values.
The paper is organized as follows: the new algorithm is proposed in the next section and section two is devoted to its convergence properties. The numerical results of testing the new algorithm to solve a collection of CUTEst test problems are reported in section 3 and the last section includes the conclusion.
The new algorithm
In this section, we propose our algorithm for solving unconstrained optimization problems.
As mentioned in the previous section, setting a fixed value for the shrinkage parameter c in the inner loop in of IATR algorithm may impose some useless computational costs to this algorithm. Therefore, for resolving this issue, we propose the following radius dependent shrinkage parameter
is a decreasing function where 0 < α 0 < α 1 < 1 andδ is the maximum possible radius. Also, in order to exclude the rejected trial step d p k , in the new algorithm we define the new radius as δ
Note that the radius dependent parameter (15) is close to α 0 for a large trust region radius and is close to α 1 for a small one. Hence, this parameter shrinks the trust region harshly for large trust region radii and helps the new algorithm to find a successful step direction fast enough. Further, it shrinks the trust region mildly for the case that trust region radius is small.
With the goal of overcoming the second disadvantage of IATR algorithm and building an efficient nonmonotone version of it, we propose a new nonmonotone parameter C k . This new parameter benefits from nonmononotonicity in an adaptive way compared to the mentioned parameters. When a very good function value is found at iteration k, it is better to save that by forcing the algorithm to behave monotonically for the next iteration. To this aim, we define the new nonmonotone parameter using not only the simple parameter f lk defined by (12) but also considering its relative difference from the current function value.
For a positive parameter ν, define sequences {M k } and {I k } as follows:
o.w, and
Having above sequences, for fixed natural numbersN andĪ, we define the new nonmonotone parameter C k below
where n k = min{M k ,N }. Note that the sequence {I k } counts the number of consecutive increments in the objective function values. So, the nonmonotone parameter C k defined by (16) prevents large increments in the objective function values and guarantees at least one decrease for eachĪ iteration. Also, the definition of the sequence M k makes the new algorithm monotone when the relative difference between f lk and the current function value is large and prevents a sudden increment in the objective function values for the next iteration Now, we are ready to propose the new adaptive nonmonotone trust region algorithm.
(NATR) Nonmonotone adaptive trust-region algorithm
Input: x 0 ∈ R n , a positive definite matrix B 0 ∈ R n×n , δ > 0, a decreasing function c(δ), µ ∈ (0, 1), τ ∈ (0,
End While End
In the next section, we propose the convergence properties of the new algorithm.
Convergence properties
In this section, we analyze the global convergence of the new algorithm. To this end, we need the following assumptions:
(H1) The objective function f (x) is continuously differentiable and has a lower bound on the level set
(H2) The approximation matrix B k is uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a constant M > 0 such that
The following lemma is similar for both IATR and NATR algorithms, so its proof is omitted. Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the sequence {x k } is generated by NARN agorithm, then
Proof. See [15] .
The next two lemmas guarantee the existence of some lower bounds for the trust region radius δ 0 k and the norm of the trial step d 0 k at iteration k generated by the NART algorithm.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that δ 0 k = min{δ, s k } is the trust region radius at iteration k of the NART algorithm such that s k is defined by (9) . Then,
,δ}.
Proof. In caseδ ≤ s k , we have δ 0 k =δ and the inequality (17) is valid. Thus, consider the case that s k <δ and δ 0 k = s k . The definition of s k in (9), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yield that
By the definition of q k in (8) if q k = −g k , the inequality (18) results in
.
By the above explanation along with the fact that τ ∈ (0, 1) we can conclude that (17) is valid.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that d 0 k is the solution of subproblem (2) with radius
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 of [15] , when d 0 k lies strictly inside the feasible region of subproblem (2), we must have B k d 0 k = −g k such that Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields that
In the other case d 0 k lies on the boundary of the feasible region of subproblem (2) which implies d 0 k = δ 0 k . So, from the above discussion we can conclude that (19) is valid.
By (18) and (19), we can also obtain a lower bound for δ p k . Note that, at iteration k of the NATR algorithm, for any p ≥ 1, the solution d (18), (19) and the fact that α 0 is a lower bound and α 1 is an upper bound for c i k , for any i ≥ 0, yield that
This equation along with
In Lemma 3.4, we propose a lower bound for the denominator of the ratior k defined by (11) which is used in Lemma 3.5 to prove that the inner loop of NATR algorithm terminates in finite number of inner iterations. 
for all k ∈ N.
Proof. By (3), for d p k , we have
This inequality along with the assumption (H2) and the inequality (20) result in
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that the assumption (H2) holds, then the inner loop of NATR algorithm is well-defined.
This inequality along with the fact that C k ≥ f k yield that
which means that the inner cycle of the NATR algorithm is terminated in the finite number of internal iterations.
Two following lemmas illustrate some properties of the sequences {x k } and {C k }, generated by NATR algorithm. The results of these lemmas are used to prove the global convergence of NATR algorithm. Lemma 3.6. Suppose that the assumption (H1) holds and the sequence {x k } is generated by NATR algorithm. Then, f k+1 ≤ C k+1 ≤ C k . Therefore, the sequence {x k } is contained in the level set L(x 0 ) and the sequence {C k } is convergent.
Proof. By NATR algorithm, at successful iteration k, we have
This inequality along with (16) and the definition of the sequence M k imply that
The last equation means that {x k } is contained in the level set L(x 0 ). Accordingly, assumption (H1) and (22) yield that {C k } is decreasing and bounded from below. Therefore, the sequence {C k } is convergent. Now, we are ready to present the global convergence theorem. 
Proof. If NATR algorithm terminates in finite steps, then the proof is trivial. Hence, assume that the sequence {x k } generated by this algorithm is infinite, we show that (23) holds. To this end, suppose that there exists a constant ε 0 > 0 such that
for all k. Let C k = f ik , where f ik = argmax{max 0≤j≤nk {f k−j }} . Then, by lemma 3.6, the sequence {f ik } is a convergent subsequence of {f k }. By the fact thatr k µ, we have
Next, by replacing k with i k − 1, we conclude that
This inequality along with lemma 3.4 yield that
Taking limit from this inequality when k → ∞ implies that
which is a contradiction. Thus, the equation (23) is valid.
Numerical results
In this part of paper, we report some numerical experiments that indicate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. To this aim, we implement this algorithm, IATR algorithm and two nonmonotone versions of it in MATLAB environment on a laptop (CPU Corei7-2.5 GHz, RAM 12 GB) and compare their results of solving a collection of 222 unconstrained optimization test problems from CUTEst collection [9] . The test problems and their dimensions are listed in table 1.
In this section, we use the following notations:
• IATR: Improved adaptive trust region method (IATR Algorithm), with constant shrinkage parameter c = 0.35 [12] .
• NIATR1: Nonmnotone version of IATR algorithm with constant shrinkage parameter c = 0.35 and the nonmonotone parameter R k computed by (13) in which N = 10 and η k is computed in the same way with [2] .
• NIATR2: Nonmnotone version of IATR algorithm with constant shrinkage parameter c = 0.35 and the nonmonotone parameter C k computed by (14) in which N = 10 and ϕ k is computed in the same way with [16] .
• NEW: Nonmnotone adaptive trust region method (NATR Algorithm), with adaptive shrinkage parameter (15) in which c(δ) is as following:
Similar to [12] , the other parameters are chosen as N = 10, µ = 0.01,δ = 100, γ = 1.7, ǫ = 10 −6 g 0 and for the NART algorithm the remaining parameters are selected as α 0 = 0.15, α 1 = 0.35 ,N = 10,Ī = 3 and ν = 0.25. We also used the well-known MBFGS formula [13] to update the Hessian matrix approximation. The trust region subproblems are solved by Steihaug-Toint scheme [21] .
To visualize the whole behaviour of the algorithms, we use the performance profiles proposed by Dolan and More [7] .The results of 21 test problems are excluded from comparison because all the tested algorithm failed to solve them. So, the comparison of the algorithm is based on the remaining 201 test problems. Among these 201 test problems IATR, NIATR1, NIATR2 and NEW algorithm faced with 12, 8, 29 and 0 failure(s) respectively. The total number of function evaluations, the total number of iterations and the running time of each algorithm are considered as performance indexes. Note that, at each iteration of the considered algorithms, the gradient of objective function is computed just one time, so the total number of iterations and the total number of the gradient evaluations are the same. Figure 1 illustrates the performance profile of these algorithms, where the performance index is the total number of function evaluations. It can be seen that the NEW is the best solver with probability around 52%, while the probability of solving a problem as the best solver is around 36% for the other algorithms.
The performance index in Figure 2 is the total number of iterations. From this figure, we observe that NEW obtains the most wins on approximately 52% of all test problems and the probability of being the best solver is 45%, 44% and 34% for IATR, NIATR1 and NIATR2.
The performance profiles for the running times are illustrated in Figure 3 . From this figure, it can be observed that NEW is the best algorithm. Another important factor of these three figures is that the graph of NEW algorithm grows up faster than the other ones and it eventually solves all the considered test problems approximately.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new nonmonotone adaptive trust region algorithm to solve unconstrained optimization problems. The new algorithm incorporates a recently proposed adaptive trust region algorithm with nonmonotone techniques. We show that setting a constant shrinkage parameter for the adaptive trust region may impose unnecessary additional computational costs to the algorithm that effects its efficiency. Therefore, we consider a radius dependent shrinkage parameter in the new algorithm.
Further, we propose a new nonmonotone parameter that prevents sudden increments in the objective function values. The global convergence of the new algorithm is investigated under some mild condi- It is concluded that exploiting the new ideas is effective to increase the efficiency of the nonmonotone adaptive trust algorithms and these ideas also can be used in other nonmonotone and adaptive trust region algorithms which suffer from similar drawbacks mentioned in this paper. 
